FLYER CHAMPION

Position Purpose
Flyer Champion volunteers support the University’s admissions efforts to recruit a talented and diverse student population by providing personalized outreach to admitted students through phone calls and/or a text message. Through their own personal UD experience and provided training, Flyer Champion volunteers will speak to the benefits of campus life and the value of a degree from the University of Dayton.

Qualifications
● Have a strong passion for the mission of the University, feel comfortable talking and texting with admitted students about the UD experience in a friendly and professional manner.
● Must be a graduate of the University of Dayton with preference given to those with an undergraduate degree.

Guardians of a child applying to UD or going through the application cycle are not able to volunteer during that time. Individuals who work as a college admission professional or, as an independent or community college counselor are not eligible to volunteer in this role.

Key Responsibilities
● Review and build a working knowledge of the University of Dayton’s undergraduate admission process through provided materials. All required training must be fulfilled prior to contact with admitted students.
● Schedule and conduct phone calls and text outreach to assigned admitted students.
● Submit a completed evaluation following communication with each student.
● Fulfill role requirements in a timely fashion and communicate as necessary with University staff.
● Participate in the summer postcard campaign in which incoming students receive handwritten postcards from alumni. (Based on need.)
● Follow guidelines presented by the National Association for College Admission Counseling, including representing the University of Dayton in an accurate and honest manner.

Time Commitment
Volunteers must commit to reaching out to 10 admitted students within a targeted time frame, usually between January and April and occasionally extending through the summer months. Each volunteer should plan for 30 - 45 minutes per student. Following each call, it is required that an evaluation form be completed. On average 2-3 hours per month.

The University of Dayton reserves the right to review and restrict participation.